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Comments: Hello,

 

 

 

I would like to respectfully add my voice to those requesting an extension to the comment period for the Stibnite

Gold Project SDEIS. I feel the communication for this comment round wasn't as robust as the original (at least in

my circles) and we have had inadequate time to put together a thoughtful response about our particular

concerns. As a Warm Lake Cabin owner, I am particularly and intensely interested in the details of this issue, but

my youngest daughter has been in the hospital for the last several weeks, shifting my focus. With such a short

timeline, any hiccup like this, especially towards the end of the comment period, is hugely problematic.

Additionally, I know dozens of my fellow cabin owners have concerns and commented on the last proposal, but I

don't see any of their names listed in the reading room this time, partially my fault because I haven't been

available to remind &amp; communicate with my group. I think if you did a comparison of all names this round vs.

last round, you would find many names missing from earlier. Quite a few of those missing names would likely

comment if the timeline were more reasonable. Or, to capture those missing but interested people you should

also roll forward their prior comments or allow those particular individuals a longer comment period even if you

opt not to keep it open for the general public. 

 

 

 

This is such a complex project with huge, long-term implications for the area I love. If not managed with the

utmost care, a misstep could be devastating for decades. For this reason, I respectfully request an extension to

the timeline for submitting comments.

 

 

 

Thank you,

 

Karen Drake


